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What have I done?!?
source("../files/plot_tidal_functions.R")

tidal_tracks <- plot_tidal_tracks(tidal_data_subset, eels_subset, 
                  tide_periods_subset, date_breaks = "5 days")

tide_dendermonde <- plot_tide_with_background(
tidal_data_subset %>% filter(station_name == "Dendermonde 
tij/Zeeschelde"), tide_periods_subset, date_breaks = "5 
days") +

        theme(axis.title.x=element_blank(),
              axis.text.x=element_blank(),
              axis.ticks.x=element_blank()) 

ggarrange(tide_dendermonde, tidal_tracks,  
          ncol = 1, nrow = 2, common.legend = TRUE,
          align = "v", heights = c(1, 5))

See https://github.com/inbo/lifewatch-blog/blob/waterinfo/content/posts/waterinfo-tidal.ipynb

https://github.com/inbo/lifewatch-blog/blob/waterinfo/content/posts/waterinfo-tidal.ipynb
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See https://github.com/inbo/lifewatch-blog/blob/waterinfo/content/posts/waterinfo-tidal.ipynb

https://github.com/inbo/lifewatch-blog/blob/waterinfo/content/posts/waterinfo-tidal.ipynb


New tutorials available... 

https://inbo-tutorials.netlify.com/


New tutorials available... 

https://inbo-tutorials.netlify.com/










Share your snippets during the coding session!
Go to https://hackmd.io/qn1X6GFATLiOQjvN96KENA and post your code in 
between backticks:

For example:

```
library(lubridate)

my_data <- ...

```

https://hackmd.io/qn1X6GFATLiOQjvN96KENA


We defined a number of challenges. If you were able to achieve a challenge, add a          
to your laptop screen.

The objective is that everyone achieves          !

- Someone has more          than you? Ask for help!

- Someone has less            than you? Provide help!

The               concept



- Download coding club material and work locally, not in sync with the Google drive

- Create new Rstudio project in the /src folder



- Download coding club material and work locally, not in sync with the Google drive
- Create new Rstudio project in the src folder…
- Use relative paths to data files!



Introduction… some live coding!



Remember...
WHY?

Adding print alone won't do the job...
Jump into for/while loops, if/else constructors and functions.

HOW?

● add breakpoints       in Rstudio and use 'source' instead of 'Run'
● in longer scripts (although short scripts are advised!) and Rmarkdown files: 

○ Add `browser()` and use `c`(ontinue), `n`(ext line) and `Q`(uit)



- Download the 20180821_decay_measurements_x.csv (met x 1 tot 3) files from data folder
- Download the file 20180821_challenge_1.R and try to run the file

- Try out the different ways of debugging (using      
breakpoints, browser,...)

- What is the cause of the Error?

- Together with your neighbour :
- Discuss how you would solve this issue
- Explain/Add your suggestion/code to 

the Hackmd… *

* feel free to tidyverse and/or exclude-for-loop the functionality as well...

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1WiFKypFgyKA1XNsbJ3n6SoJf9-qK3Bl8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vz8feV1CGGqaqqB1DkWgaT1ZSl4fhLlH
https://hackmd.io/qn1X6GFATLiOQjvN96KENA


- Download the file 20180821_challenge_2.R and run the file
- The function `decay_model` calculates the model  of a pollutant decay by micro-organisms. 

Using the input data, the function calculates the Sum of Squared Errors (SSE) between the 
model and the data and creates a plot comparing the model and the data.

- Run the model with the 
20180821_decay_measurements_3.csv data file

- There is no error, but the SSE value is not calculated correctly…. 
Debug the functions and provide a solution in the appropriate 
function. 

- Read the documentation about the `debugonce()` command 
and try it out yourself.

decay_model(0.2, 10, conc_data)

decay_model(0.35, 10, conc_data)

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HApiK_l71gmNLOyZbPK10c_KJpAvQlU_
https://stat.ethz.ch/R-manual/R-devel/library/base/html/debug.html


Using my experimental values, I want to estimate the decay rate by my micro-organisms (cfr. efficiency). I can do this by 
optimizing my model (changing the decay rate parameter in order to minimize the distance between the model and the 
data, i.e. a minimal SSE).

# Estimate the optimal parameter
optimized <- optim(0.3, decay_model, init = 10, data_conc = conc_data, 

method = "Brent", lower = 0.2, upper = 0.5)

# Rerun with the optimal value...
decay_model(optimized$par, 10, conc_data)

This is actually running slow… In order to identify the bottleneck, we can use the profiler. The profiler is a tool for helping 
you to understand how R spends its time. It basically works as follows:

library(profvis)
profvis({  YOUR CODE })

Identify the main reason the code is running so slowly! 

https://support.rstudio.com/hc/en-us/articles/218221837-Profiling-with-RStudio#using-the-profiler
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